Emission of single and few electrons in XENON1T and limits on light dark matter
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Delayed single- and few-electron emissions plague dual-phase time projection chambers, limiting their potential to search for light-mass dark matter. This paper examines the origins of these events in the XENON1T experiment. Characterization of the intensity of delayed electron backgrounds shows that the resulting emissions are correlated, in time and position, with high-energy events and can effectively be vetoed. In this work we extend previous S2-only analyses down to a single electron. From this analysis, after removing the correlated backgrounds, we observe rates <30 events/(electron × kg × day) in the region of interest spanning 1 to 5 electrons. We derive 90% confidence upper limits for dark matter-electron scattering, first direct limits on the electric dipole, magnetic dipole, and anapole interactions, and bosonic dark matter models, where we exclude new parameter space for dark photons and solar dark photons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Compelling astrophysical and cosmological evidence [1,2] for the existence of dark matter (DM) has led to numerous direct detection DM experiments [3,4] searching for particle candidates. Amongst those, XENON1T has set the most stringent limits on interactions of spin-independent (SI) DM masses ≥3 GeV/c² [5–7].

XENON1T [8] was a dual-phase time projection chamber (TPC) located at the INFN Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso in Italy at an average depth of 3600 m water equivalent. The active region of the TPC contained two tonnes of liquid xenon (LXe). When a particle enters the TPC, it can scatter off a xenon nucleus or an electron, generating a nuclear recoil or electronic recoil (ER) interaction, respectively. These interactions generate scintillation photons through deexcitation of Xe2 dimers and free electrons via atomic ionization in the LXe. The scintillation signal, called the S1, is detected by two arrays of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) located at the top and bottom of the TPC [9]. An electric field between a cathode electrode (z = –97 cm) and a gate electrode (z = 0 cm) is used to drift free electrons from the interaction location to the liquid-gas interface. A second, stronger field between the gate and an anode electrode extracts the electrons into the gaseous xenon (GXe) phase which then produces a secondary scintillation signal, called the S2, that is amplified proportionally to the number of extracted electrons. The three-dimensional position of the interaction location is inferred from the hit pattern of the S2 light on the top PMT array (x–y position) and from the time difference between the S1 and the S2 due to the drift time of ionization electrons (depth, z position). The S2/S1 ratio can be used to discriminate between nuclear and electronic recoils. Nuclear recoils are produced by neutron backgrounds, however they are also the primary signature for DM. Electronic recoils are mostly by γs or βs, but would also be the expected signature of leptophilic or light DM models [8].

Interactions of particles with sub-GeV masses in the detector produce only a few prompt scintillation photons, and thus the observed S1 signals can fall below the low-energy threshold in LXe TPCs. However, due to the proportional scintillation gain in the GXe volume, the S2 signals produced by lighter particles can still be observed. Thus, to lower the energy threshold and be able to search for these lighter mass DM candidates, the requirement of having detected an S1 signal is removed. This analysis is called “S2-only” [10]. In this work we aim to extend the previous S2-only analysis of XENON1T data [10], which had an energy threshold of 150 photoelectrons (PE), corresponding to five electrons, down to below a single electron, setting our threshold at 14 PE.
S2-only analyses increase the sensitivity for low mass candidates, but particle discrimination and $z$-coordinate information is lost [10]. Consequently large single- and few-electron instrumental backgrounds are observed in previous S2-only analyses [10–14]. Lacking a full background model these analyses were limit-setting procedures only. In this work we aim to develop stringent event selections to further reduce these backgrounds and set new limits on sub-GeV DM models. In Sec. II we discuss the two types of data used in XENON1T, namely continuous and triggered data, to identify single- and few-electron signals. In Sec. III, we use both continuous and triggered data to investigate these instrumental backgrounds. As we cannot discriminate between small S2s from instrumental backgrounds and possible light DM interactions, we develop selections, described in Sec. IV, to maximize the expected signal to background ratio. In Sec. V we describe how we model the response of XENON1T to a given recoil energy spectrum. Despite characterization of single- and few-electron signals in this work, XENON1T lacks a full background model. Therefore in Sec. VI we set upper limits on interaction strength on a number of DM models based on our continuous data, assuming conservatively that all surviving small S2s are signal events.

II. DATA

The search for light DM interactions is complicated by the presence of a background of small S2s which can originate from $\gamma$ or $\beta$ decays of radioactive isotopes or instrumental backgrounds such as photoionization. LXe scintillation light produced by an S1 or S2 in the detector can result in photoionization electrons upon interaction with electronegative impurities or exposed metal surfaces within the detector [15]. These electrons would be drifted to the liquid-gas interface and observed as few-electron S2s occurring within a drift time of the S1/S2. If the scintillation light from these few-electrons S2s produce additional photoionization electrons themselves, single- and few-electron signals from these electrons can be observed up to several drift times from the S1/S2. Shown in the inset of Fig. 1, where the vertical dashed line indicates the maximum physical drift time following the S2, are the photoionization electrons following an S1/S2. These prompt photoionization S2s have been extensively studied [15,16], but the continued observation of few-electron S2s for $O(100x)$ the maximum drift time are less well understood. We therefore study isolated S2 signals smaller than $\sim 5$ extracted electrons (150 photoelectrons), referred to here as few-electron signals.

In XENON1T, our standard, triggered data acquisition software, which was designed to look for interactions with both an S1 and an S2, did not form a trigger from the smallest S2s. Thus, we can only search for potential light DM interactions that occur in close time proximity to larger S2s. Due to the low trigger rate in XENON1T, this meaningfully reduced our overall livetime as described in Sec. II A. However, we have access to several days of continuous data taking, described in Sec. II B, in which our signal detection efficiency is essentially unity for signals of one or more electrons.

A. Triggered data

The XENON1T data acquisition system [17] was triggerless in the sense that every pulse above a $\sim 0.3$ PE digitization threshold from every PMT is read out.
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**FIG. 1.** Main: an illustrative waveform in the continuous data mode, which demonstrates the number and time distribution of few-electron S2 signals following a primary S2 signal. We define a primary S2 as an S2 having an area greater than 150 PE. The few-electrons S2s are observed for $O(100)$ times the maximum drift time of the detector. We search for few-electron signals in the continuous data between primary S2s, as indicated by the green shaded region. Inset: in the triggered data mode, only $\sim 2$ ms of data is stored. The maximum drift time in the detector is $750 \mu s$, indicated relative to the position of the primary S2 as a vertical dashed gray line. The known background of few-electron S2s from photoionization of impurities or metal surfaces is expected to be observed within the maximum drift time. As such we search for few-electron S2s only in the orange shaded region in this data mode, before any photoionization S2s are expected.
However, XENON1T used a real-time software trigger, described in Ref. [17], to decide whether a particle interaction had occurred within the TPC. The trigger was able to distinguish S1 and S2 signals by recognizing the tight time coincidence of S1 signals relative to the broader S2 signals. In the absence of this software trigger signal, data were not stored. After classification, the trigger logic is made based on the number of pulses from individual channels that contribute to the signal. At the analysis threshold of 150 PE used during the main science run of XENON1T [5], referred to as SR1, the trigger accepts over 98% of valid S2s in the center of the TPC with a background interaction rate of \( \sim 5 \) Hz [17]. In the inset of Fig. 1 an example of the digitized data from this trigger is shown, where the trigger resulted from the S1 signal. Data is stored 1 ms before each trigger, which allows smaller S2 and S1 signals, which would not have resulted in a trigger, to be recorded. This data is then processed with the custom-developed PAX data processor [18], which identifies clusters of digitized photon signals within the \( \sim 2 \) ms of recorded data, and classifies them as S1 or S2 signals. We will refer to this dataset as triggered data.

In order to exclude prompt photoionization S2s, we exclude any few-electron signals which occur within 1 ms after any S1, or any S2 greater than 150 PE. Additionally, we exclude 75 \( \mu \)s prior to any trigger, as we observe that for interactions that occur within the GXe region above the anode, the S1 is occasionally misclassified as an S2. In interactions where the misclassified S1 is <150 PE, this signal would be considered in our few-electron population. We therefore remove this small time region prior to the trigger. We are then left with \( \sim 1 \) ms of data for each trigger, indicated by the orange shaded region in the inset of Fig. 1, and a livetime of \( O(1\%) \).

B. Continuous data

After the conclusion of SR1, the XENON collaboration conducted an R&D campaign, referred to as SR2. This campaign focused on implementation and testing of a number of new systems planned for the successor experiment XENONnT [19]. One key improvement implemented during SR2 in XENON1T was a data acquisition system without a software trigger. During SR2, a number of dedicated datasets were collected, using only the custom self-triggering firmware developed together with CAEN [20], in which the independent trigger is implemented on each channel once the signal on that channel exceeds a configurable threshold. Data is then continuously read out and stored. Data was collected in this mode during three time periods: a one week period in February 2018, two days in April 2018 (during which data was collected under varying extraction field conditions), and one week in July 2018 (under the highest LXe purity conditions, \( \sim 1 \) ms electron lifetime, achieved with XENON1T). We will refer to data acquired in this mode as continuous data.

As with the triggered data, this data was then processed with PAX [18]. After interactions that deposit a large amount of energy, the high rate of observed photoionization electrons can lead to a pileup, and the resulting S2s can be in excess of our 150 PE threshold. We therefore allow only a single S2 larger than our threshold to be identified within a set of S2s clustered by the maximum drift time in the detector. We refer to these S2s as primary S2s. In order to exclude photoionization electrons produced by the S1 of an interaction, we introduce a “pretrigger” selection in continuous data, which removes 1 ms of data (greater than the maximum drift time) before any primary S2. The resulting data window between two primary S2s is shown as a green shaded region in the main panel of Fig. 1.

Using emulated PMT signals from a waveform simulator, we estimate the data processor to be \( >99\% \) efficient at reconstructing S2 signals above 10 PE. This guarantees a high acceptance for the detection of single electrons which have a gain of (28.8 \( \pm 0.1 \)) PE measured for the science data used in this work. We apply a lower threshold of 14 PE, where the acceptance is 99.3\% in this analysis for both datasets.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF DELAYED ELECTRON BACKGROUNDS

Few-electron signals in LXe TPCs can be produced by low-energy interactions due to \( \gamma \) or \( \beta \) decays of radioactive isotopes, instrumental backgrounds, or light DM interactions. A major instrumental background in this class of detectors is delayed electron emissions correlated in time and position with high energy interactions. This phenomenon has been observed in a variety of LXe TPCs [15,16,21–23]. These delayed electrons continue to be observed for \( O(100) \) times the maximum drift time, as shown in the main panel of Fig. 1.

The origin of delayed electron backgrounds in LXe TPCs has been attributed to either impurities within the TPC [24], or delayed extraction of electrons at the liquid-gas interface [25]. In the first hypothesis for the origin of delayed emission, electrons are produced from either collisional electron detachment from negative ions, or detachment due to photoionization as a result of fluorescence of polytetrafluoro-ethylene (PTFE) within the detector. These negative ions should form with higher probability along the drift track of the cloud of ionized electrons from an earlier interaction, and thus position correlation should be observed between the delayed few-electron signals and the prompt S2 signal of that interaction. In the second hypothesis, delayed emission is attributed to electrons trapped at the liquid-gas interface which are not emitted in the prompt S2 signal, as the extraction efficiency is not unity. These trapped electrons should also be closely matched in position with the observed prompt S2 signal.

To understand the cause of few-electron backgrounds in XENON1T, we construct a “delay time” window after each
primary S2, indicated by the orange shaded region for triggered data and the green shaded region for continuous data in Fig. 1. Note that while the orange shaded region occurs before the primary S2 in triggered data, we attribute any few-electron signals to the primary S2 of the previous event. We select all few-electron signals that occur within this time window and, after correcting for the livetime of each data mode, investigate the rate as a function of interaction location within the detector (Sec. III A), x-y location relative to the previous interaction (Sec. III B), interaction energy (Sec. III C), time since previous interaction (Sec. III D), depth of the interaction that produced the primary S2 (Sec. III E), as well as the overall detector conditions in terms of extraction field (Sec. III F) and LXe purity (Sec. III G).

A. Dependence on interaction location

Interactions in the active volume of XENON1T can occur in three distinct regions: the GXe region above the liquid-gas interface (including the region above the anode), the drift region of LXe between the cathode and liquid-gas interface, and below the cathode. In the first two regions we would expect both S1 and S2 signals to be produced. However, we do not observe S2s from interactions that occur in the region below the cathode as electrons are drifted away from the GXe region by a drift field between the negatively biased cathode and a grounded screening electrode above the bottom PMT array. The two theories postulated for the origin of delayed electrons would predict that only interactions in the drift region should produce these few-electron delayed S2s [24,25]. Therefore, we select interactions from three separate regions in the detector using the continuous dataset. Interactions in the GXe region are selected by the fraction of light seen by the top PMT array. Interactions in the drift region are selected such that the time separation between the S1 and the S2 does not exceed the known maximum drift time. In the region below the cathode no S2 is observed, thus we select S1s greater than 150 PE without an S2 within the maximum drift time. We investigate the rate of subsequent single electron emission, normalized by livetime, in the aforementioned regions, shown in Fig. 2. Additionally, we require that no other interaction may have occurred in the detector within 200 ms of the most recent interaction. We observe that for the first 750 μs (the maximum drift time) following an interaction anywhere in the detector the rate of single electron signals is high, due to photoionization of impurities within the drift region from scintillation light from either the S1 or the S2 if it is produced [15]. At times greater than the maximum drift time in XENON1T, as seen in Fig. 2 for interactions in the drift region the rate drops gradually, approximately following a power law as reported in previous studies of delayed electron emission [16,23]. By contrast, the rate of delayed electron emission following interactions in the GXe region or in the region below the cathode drops sharply and is relatively constant for $O(100)$ ms. In Fig. 2 the solid purple line shows the rate of delayed single electrons in the drift region, shifted earlier by 200 ms (the minimum time between interactions). This is in agreement with the observed rate of delayed electrons from the region below the cathode and the GXe region. It is evident that interactions in the drift region are the origin of the delayed electron backgrounds in LXe TPCs and we select primary S2s from this region throughout the rest of this work.

As the interaction rate in XENON1T science data was $\sim 5$ Hz, and delayed electron emission can be observed for $O(100)$ ms as shown in Fig. 2, it is quite common that an interaction occurs in the delayed electron “shadow” of the previous interaction. After the second interaction it becomes uncertain which primary S2 a given few-electron signal should be associated with. We therefore introduce the “S2-shadow” parameter, $f_s$, to quantify the probability that a given delayed electron is from the most recent primary S2, as opposed to a more distant antecedent primary S2. Since we observe that, as in previous studies [16,23], the rate of delayed electrons in XENON1T follows a power law behavior, we model the rate of delayed electrons after a primary S2 as $\alpha N \cdot t^{-\gamma}$, where $\gamma$ is the observed power law of the delayed electron rate following a primary S2, of which $N$ is the size in photoelectrons. We can then estimate the fraction of delayed electrons, $f_s$, from the current primary S2 within a given time interval $t_i - t_f$...
relative to the primary S2, as a proportion of all delayed electrons expected from all primary S2s as follows:

\[
f_c = \frac{\int_{t_i}^{t_i+\Delta t} N_{m\gamma} dt}{\sum_{k\neq m} \int_{t_i}^{t_i+\Delta t} N_{k\gamma} dt + \int_{t_i}^{t_i+\Delta t} N_{m\gamma} dt},
\]

where the index \( m \) refers to the most recent primary S2, and the index \( k \) refers to all previous primary S2s in time. \( \Delta t_{km} \) is the time difference between primary S2s \( k \) and \( m \). For computational reasons, we restrict ourselves to only consider primary S2s within the last 2 s when calculating \( f_c \), which is large relative to the \( \mathcal{O}(100) \) ms over which delayed emission is observed. The integration window is defined as being 2–200 ms after the most recent primary S2, where the lower boundary is chosen to avoid first- and second-order photoionization electrons and the upper boundary is driven by the correspondence between data and the power law in Sec. III D. If the contribution of delayed electrons from all primary S2 antecedents is large compared to the contribution of delayed electrons from the current primary S2, then this primary S2 and any subsequent delayed electrons up to the next primary S2 are removed from our analysis. We set our selection criteria such that interactions must fulfill \( f_c > 0.5 \). After fitting with a power law the value of \( \gamma \) is found to be \(-1.04\), but small variations in the chosen value of \( \gamma \) or \( f_c \) do not significantly alter the results presented here. Therefore we choose to conservatively round the value of \( \gamma \) to \(-1.0 \) in the rest of this work.

**B. \( x-y \) position dependence**

After applying the S2 shadow parameter and requiring the primary interaction to have occurred within the drift region, we investigate the spatial separation between the primary S2 and its subsequent delayed electrons, shown in Fig. 3. Our distribution of primary S2 and delayed electron signals is not uniform across the liquid-gas interface, in both cases being strongly biased to large radii. We therefore calculate the expected displacement from random correlation of the primary S2s and delayed electrons in the triggered dataset, shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3 in the orange dashed line. At small values of the displacement (\( \Delta x \) or \( \Delta y \)), we observe a clear excess in data indicating position correlation between the primary S2 and the majority of the delayed electron emission. This excess cannot be described by a Gaussian distribution due to the S2-size dependent position reconstruction of both the primary S2 and the delayed electron broadening the tails of the distribution. Thus we choose to describe the excess by a Cauchy-Lorentz distribution shown in the green dashed line in Fig. 3. The width of the Cauchy-Lorentz distribution, defined as the half width at half maximum, is consistent with the known position reconstruction uncertainty for single electrons in XENON1T [26]. We observe that the width of the Cauchy-Lorentz model, at times greater than 10 ms, is \((2.9 \pm 0.1) \) cm and does not depend on the time since the primary S2.

As the region of increased emissions at small displacements from the primary S2 is small relative to the total area of the detector in the \( x-y \) plane, the total rate of electron emission can be comparable across the rest of the detector. Therefore, using the combined model shown in the cyan line in Fig. 3, we define our region of “position correlated” electrons to have occurred <15 cm from the primary S2, where the boundary is chosen such that >99\% of delayed electrons within the chosen radii are attributable to the Cauchy-Lorentz distribution as indicated in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 by the vertical red lines.

We divide our population of delayed electron signals into 1 electron (14–42 PE), 2 electron (42–70 PE), and 3–5
electron (70–150 PE) selections and perform fits on each population. The selection boundaries are chosen such that leakage from one population into another are minimized, based on fitting a model consisting of five Gaussian distributions to spectrum of few-electron signals below 150 PE. Shown in Table I is the percentage of delayed electrons that are attributed to the correlated electron population for distances greater than $\Delta r$ as a function of the radial distance $\Delta r$ from the preceding primary S2. For each of the 1, 2, and 3–5 delayed electron populations we compare the integrated value of the Cauchy-Lorentz model to that of the combined model at radial distances greater than $\Delta r$. We observe that even at large values of $\Delta r$, for the 1 and 2 electron population the fraction of correlated electrons represent a non-negligible proportion of the total number of delayed electrons. We therefore choose to define “position uncorrelated” electrons as delayed electron that occurred >20 cm from the primary S2. This value, indicated by the blue lines in Fig. 3, is chosen such that our sensitivity to DM models is maximized. The wide spread of the Cauchy-Lorentz distribution results in our “uncorrelated” electrons retaining a fraction of correlated electrons as shown in Table I. We apply these selections in subsequent sections to investigate these populations separately, correcting for the relevant detector surface area in the plane of the liquid-gas interface in each region.

C. Dependence on interaction size

The spectrum of primary S2 interactions, as defined in this work, spans many orders of magnitude, from five electrons, at the chosen threshold of the analysis, to several hundred thousand electrons for the most energetic interactions. The origin of delayed electrons has been hypothesized to originate either from delayed extraction of electrons at the liquid-gas interface or from impurities with the LXe. Therefore, we investigate the number of delayed electrons observed as a function of the size of the primary S2 (Fig. 4). We use the continuous dataset and select all delayed electrons that occur within 2–200 ms after a primary S2. We find that as the size of the primary S2 increases so does the number of delayed electrons. The relationship between the primary S2 size and the number of delayed electrons is however not observed to be directly proportional. For position uncorrelated electrons we still see an increasing trend with larger primary S2, however we observe fewer delayed electrons in comparison to the correlated populations. For the 1 electron uncorrelated population the increase in the number of delayed electrons from the smallest to the largest primary S2s is similar to that observed for correlated single electrons, while for the 2 electron uncorrelated population this trend is slightly smaller than for position correlated electrons.

D. Temporal dependence

As shown in Fig. 2, the rate of delayed electron emission approximately follows a power law behavior. The observed emission rate of each of the 1 electron, 2 electron, and 3–5 electron populations are shown in Fig. 5 for the correlated (uncorrelated) electrons in the top (bottom) panel using the continuous dataset. Additionally, we normalize for the number of electrons in the primary S2, as we observe a dependence of the delayed electron emission rate on the size of the primary S2, discussed in Sec. III C. We fit a power law to the rate of delayed electron emissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta r$ [cm]</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 electron</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 electron</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–5 electrons</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
between 2–200 ms after the primary S2. Though this fit does not perfectly describe the data, changing the upper bound of the fit range from 200 to 700 ms changes the value of the power law by only 5%. The fitted power laws for position correlated 1 electron ($\gamma = -1.1$), 2 electrons ($\gamma = -1.3$), and 3–5 electrons ($\gamma = -1.4$) differ. We conclude that the 2 and 3–5 electron signals are not from a pileup of single electrons, as the fitted power law for these populations are larger than would be expected from a pileup [23], based on the fitted value of the 1 electron correlated population. Thus the mechanism that produces the delayed single electrons is either able to produce few-electron signals or multiple mechanisms are involved. The rate of position uncorrelated electrons drops sharply beyond the maximum drift time and then reduces more slowly in time, and is almost constant after $O(10)$ ms in the 3–5 electron population. As explained in Sec. III C, we attribute this behavior to imperfect removal of the correlated electron emission. Indeed requiring more stringent position separation selections reduces the number of correlated electrons leaking into the uncorrelated population, flattening the observed power law. For example, changing the $\Delta r$ requirement for the 1 electron position uncorrelated from 20 to 50 cm changes the fitted power law from $\gamma = -0.72$ to $\gamma = -0.64$.

E. Drift time dependence

Given the observed dependence of delayed electron emissions on primary S2 size (Sec. III C) and position in the x-y plane (Sec. III B), we further study any dependence on the drift time of the cloud of ionization electrons produced by the original interaction, using the continuous dataset. We split our data into 14 bins based on the drift time of the primary S2, ranging from 50 $\mu$s (just below the gate) to 700 $\mu$s (just above the cathode). The intensity of delayed electron emission between 2–200 ms after the primary S2 is shown in Fig. 6 for position correlated (uncorrelated) electrons in red (blue), subdivided into 1, 2, and 3–5 electron populations. As the size of the primary S2 is reduced due to electronegative impurities within the LXe capturing electrons along the drift track, we use the electron lifetime corrected S2 (cS2) when calculating the percentage of delayed electron emission.
As is visible in Fig. 6, the intensity of position correlated delayed electron emission increases with larger drift time in the detector. Shown in the gray line is the expected number of delayed electrons under the assumption that electrons are captured at a constant rate along the drift track. The expected number of delayed electrons is determined by accounting for the known electron lifetime in the continuous data used here. We also account for the possibility that delayed electrons that are emitted several to hundreds of millisecond after the primary S2 can be recaptured by impurities as they drift towards the liquid-gas interface. The expected number of delayed electrons are normalized to the value of the lowest drift time bin, where the impact of the secondary losses are minimized due to the shorter drift time. For the data used in Fig. 6, the electron lifetime was measured to be 660 μs. We observe good agreement between data and expectation for all three populations. Contrary to correlated electrons, the intensity of position-uncorrelated electrons shows no equivalent dependence on the drift time. In Secs. III C and III D we do observe dependence of the uncorrelated delayed electron emission on the size of and time since the primary S2. Here, however, we do not observe an equivalent dependence as we have averaged out over the primary S2 size and integrated the number of delayed electrons observed in the 2–200 ms window after the primary S2. This observation is consistent with the theory that delayed electron emission is a byproduct of impurities in the LXe [24], as longer drift times provide more opportunities for electrons to be trapped by impurities along the drift track of the electron cloud from the primary S2.

F. Extraction field dependence

The source of delayed electron emission could be electrons with insufficient kinetic energy to cross the barrier at the liquid-gas interface on their first attempt [25]. These electrons are trapped at the interface but are subject to the strong extraction field in the LXe of 4.1 kV/cm between the gate and anode electrodes in standard data taking conditions. They could consequently continue to attempt to tunnel through the barrier in the O(10) ms following the primary S2. Therefore, we study the effect of the extraction field on the intensity of delayed electrons. The intensity is expressed as a percentage of delayed electrons observed from 2–200 ms after the primary S2, relative to the number of electrons in the primary S2. We use data from the continuous dataset taken at different anode voltages. The efficiency of extracting electrons from the liquid to the gas is dependent on the extraction field between the gate and the liquid-gas interface [27].

If delayed electron emission in XENON1T is primarily due to electrons trapped at the liquid-gas interface, then we would expect to observe a dependence on the intensity thereof with changing extraction field. As the number of delayed electrons should be proportional to the number of electrons that reached the liquid-gas interface, we use the uncorrected size of the primary S2. We observe a ≤0.02% absolute (15% relative) variation in the intensity of position correlated delayed electrons as we vary the extraction field, as shown in Fig. 7. The changes in delayed electron emission with variations in extraction efficiency are however less significant than that observed for drift times as discussed in Sec. III E. Thus, we conclude that it is unlikely that the delayed electron rate is primarily affected by the extraction field in the 2–200 ms window after an interaction, though we cannot rule out that this is a secondary effect. The small variations with extraction field, in comparison to other effects studied in this work, seems to disfavor trapped electrons being the cause of the delayed electrons in XENON1T.

G. Dependence on date and purity

Due to the strong dependence on the drift time of the primary interaction, described in Sec. III E, impurities seem to be the dominant origin of delayed electron emission. Throughout XENON1T’s lifespan, the LXe target was constantly purified by means of gaseous recirculation passing through gas purifiers. In the first two science runs (SR0, SR1) this constant purification resulted in continually improving LXe purity within the detector, reaching a maximum measured electron lifetime of ~660 μs. During the last year of operation (SR2), several research and development initiatives (for instance [28]) allowed for greatly improved purity conditions, reaching electron lifetime values in excess of 1 ms as shown in the gray data points in Fig. 8. Also shown in Fig. 8 in red (blue) are the data points of the measured intensity of position correlated
(uncorrelated) delayed single electron emission as a function of date using the triggered dataset. The behavior for 2 and 3–5 electrons is observed to be the same as for single electrons. The intensity of the delayed emission is given as a percentage of electrons in the primary cS2. We observe that the intensity of position correlated electron emissions decreases gradually throughout the first two science runs with increasing LXe purity. The intensity of delayed electron emission is more variable in SR2 due to frequent interventions on the detector, but the overall decreasing trend in the intensity of delayed electron emission with time is still observed. The intensity of position uncorrelated delayed electron emission displays a much smaller decrease throughout the time period during which XENON1T collected data.

We additionally plot the intensity in Fig. 8 as a function of the average electron lifetime measured in each period using the triggered dataset, shown in Fig. 9. We observe that data taken with equally pure LXe, but separated in time, do not produce the same intensity of delayed electron emission. Specifically, data collected during SR2 show lower intensity of position correlated single electron emission while obtaining the highest electron lifetime. In fact, the greatest change in LXe purity in XENON1T, occurring in July 2018, shows very little change in the intensity of the delayed electron emission. We conclude that both the correlated and uncorrelated electrons display a weak dependence on the measured electron lifetime. Note, that the apparent rapid decrease in the fraction of delayed electrons extracted between 600 and 660 μs is an artifact of our electron lifetime improving in time as shown by the gray data points in Fig. 8.

H. Summary of background characterization

From the observed intensity of delayed electron emission in XENON1T, we conclude that this instrumental background is observed only for interactions in the drift region of the detector (Sec. III A). The delayed electron emission is observed to occur in close proximity to the most recent interaction (Sec. III B). In addition, the intensity of the emission is found to increase with the number of electrons observed from the original interaction (Sec. III C) and to be observed over $O(100)$ ms (Sec. III D) after the interaction. We limited ourselves to studying the delayed electron emissions between 2–200 ms after a primary S2. Beyond 200 ms the data is insufficient to study the behavior of delayed electron emission for each of the 1, 2, and 3–5 electron populations separately.

We conclude that delayed electron emission observed in XENON1T is not primarily a product of imperfect extraction of electrons at the liquid-gas interface. This is because the observed correlation between the extraction field and the intensity of the emission (Sec. III F) is small relative to other effects studied in this work. Rather, the increased emission observed for deeper interactions (Sec. III E) leads us to conclude that some impurity within the LXe itself is responsible for the bulk of the delayed emission. However, we do not observe consistent intensity of delayed electron emission for periods separated in time when the detector had similar electron lifetime (Sec. III G) conditions. Rather we observe a continual decrease of the delayed electron emission in time during the operational lifetime of XENON1T. In XENON1T more than half of the electrons from the deepest interactions were captured by impurities. Impurities that impact the electron lifetime, such as O₂, will release trapped electrons within hundreds of microseconds of the primary S2 due to photoionization in the detector. In contrast, the fraction of electrons observed as delayed electron emission represents less than 1% of the drifting electrons. Therefore, we believe that if an impurity species within the LXe is responsible for the delayed electron emission, this specific species of impurity does not strongly affect the calculated electron lifetime, and thus the assumed
purity, of XENON1T. Since these delayed electron emissions are observed hundreds of milliseconds after the primary S2, we speculate that an impurity other than O may be trapping these electrons.

**IV. DARK MATTER SEARCH SELECTIONS**

We can use the results from Sec. III to perform a low-background search for DM by developing selections based on the bulk delayed electron population to suppress the time and position correlated single- and few-electron events. This allows us to push our analysis threshold down to a single detected electron, thereby extending our DM search to lower masses than the previous XENON1T S2-only analysis [10]. We will conservatively assume that all surviving few electrons are due to DM as we will set only upper limits on various DM models.

We apply two broad categories of event selections. The first category are selections based on the dependence between the primary S2 and the delayed electron population, used to select volumes and times in the detector when the rate of delayed electron emission is minimal. Due to its higher livetime, we select only the continuous data taken during February 2018 for setting limits on the models described in Sec. VI. We use one day of this continuous data as a training dataset in order to identify windows of time during which we do not expect any correlated electron backgrounds, by accounting for the observed power law of the delayed electron emission. The selection of small S2 signals into 1, 2, and 3–5 electron populations is the same as that used in Sec. III. We split the data into 1 electron (14–42 PE), 2 electron (42–70 PE), and 3–5 electron (70–150 PE) populations, where the bins are centered at multiples of the secondary scintillation gain of (28.8 ± 0.1) PE. For each electron population, we fit a power law to the training dataset to create a model of the delayed few-electron population. The optimal selection on delay time from the most recent primary S2 is then determined by maximizing our exposure while minimizing the projected delayed few-electron population. As the intensity of delayed electron emissions is also found to be dependent on the size of the primary S2, the delay time for each population is determined in five different primary S2 size bins. The optimized delay time selections are dependent on both the size of the most recent primary S2 and the size of the few-electron signals. We require longer delay times for more energetic primary interactions and require shorter delay times for larger few-electron signals. We exclude primary S2 and delayed electron population bins for which no optimal solution is found, either due to a lack of statistics or high rate of delayed electron emission.

The pretrigger selection, described in Sec. II, is applied to remove S1s and any associated electron emission due to photoionization that occur before the primary S2. This reduces the exposure following each primary S2 by 1 ms in the continuous dataset. We limit ourselves to considering only time regions within the detector where the expected duration and intensity of delayed electrons emissions is well understood. Therefore we require the primary S2 event to be well reconstructed and to have occurred within the active LXe region between the gate and cathode; this reduces our overall exposure by ~33%. In addition, we exclude data from any time period in which the data acquisition system returned a busy signal [17], further reducing the livetime by 5.4%.

The second category consists of criteria applied to small S2 signals observed in the selected regions in time and space. In contrast to Sec. III, we select small S2 signals in the full range 14–150 PE. Our signal finding efficiency is >99% across the entire region. The fraction of light seen by the top PMTs in XENON1T is on average 63% for S2s, with considerable energy-dependent spread especially at the lower energy threshold for this analysis. We remove events for which this fraction lies above the 99.5 percentile (indicative of events produced in the GXe phase) or below the 0.5 percentile (indicative of misclassified S1s). Width and risetime selections, with 98% acceptances, are applied, to further remove misidentified S1s. We remove events where two or more spatially separated few electrons are reconstructed as a combined signal (“pileup” in Fig. 10) by comparing the hit pattern on the top PMT array to simulated waveforms. The acceptance of these selections and the XENON1T signal finding efficiency are shown in Fig. 10.

Events close to the TPC walls, located at $R = 47.9$ cm, experience charge loss, suffer from increased position reconstruction uncertainty and are affected by the drift field nonuniformity near the walls [29]. We therefore remove all few-electron events with $R^2 \geq 700$ cm$^2$
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**FIG. 10.** The acceptance of signal selection criteria of S2s in our ROI. Acceptances are calculated for the case where the given selection is applied last. The most impactful selection is the “pileup” selection shown in cyan, which removes events where two spatially separated signals are reconstructed as a single signal. Other selections are constructed to have high acceptance within our ROI and primarily exclude misidentified S1s. The shaded regions indicate the 1σ confidence interval of each selection.
(R ≥ 26.5 cm) as was done for S2s ≤ 400 PE in Ref. [10]. As the intensity of delayed electron emission is enhanced near the location of the primary S2 (Sec. III B), we also remove all few-electron signals that occur within 20 cm of the preceding primary S2.

After applying all selections and unblinding the data, the final exposure in the [1, 2, 3–5] electrons bins is [1.76, 12.7, 30.8] kg × days. The final event rates are shown in Fig. 11 along with the rates from [10] with an exposure of 22 tonne × days.

V. DETECTOR RESPONSE

Ionization electrons can be produced through light DM particles scattering off the electron cloud of a xenon atom [30], resulting in ionization of nearby atoms as the electron slows down in the LXe medium. These ionization electrons are drifted to the liquid-gas interface and are extracted into the GXe, where they emit secondary scintillation light with the same spectrum of the few-electron signals examined in Sec. III. In order to evaluate the expected rate of events from a specific recoil spectrum dR/dE, we use the following model, accounting for the detector response and reconstruction effects:

\[
R(S2, z) = \epsilon(S2) \times \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \sum_{k=0}^{N} \int dE_2 \frac{dR}{dE_2} \text{Binom}(k|N; p_{qe}) \times \text{Binom}(n_2|k; \epsilon_{\text{ext}} \times e^{(-\delta_\text{S2}/\tau_e)}) \times \text{Normal}(S2|\mu_{S2}, \sigma_{S2})
\]

where \(\epsilon(S2)\) is the combined selection efficiency shown in Fig. 10 and \(n_2\) is the number of electrons extracted into the GXe. Here, integer \(N = E/Q_y\) ionization or excitation quanta will be created from an ER of energy \(E_n\), where \(Q_y\) is the energy-dependent charge yield. From these quanta, \(k\) will be observed as electrons, with probability \(p_{qe} = (1 - \langle r \rangle) / (1 + (N_{ex}/N_i))\), a function of the ER mean recombination fraction \(\langle r \rangle\) and of the exciton-to-ion ratio \((N_{ex}/N_i)\). The depth at which an ionization electron is created is given by \(z\), while \(\tau_e\) is the electron lifetime and \(v_d\) is the electron drift velocity. The average value of the extraction efficiency is denoted by \(\epsilon_{\text{ext}}\). Finally, the secondary scintillation light produced by an electron extracted into the GXe is modeled as a Gaussian with mean \(\mu = n_x G (1 + \delta_{S2})\) and \(\sigma = \sqrt{n_x \Delta G^2 + (\mu \Delta \delta_{S2})^2}\). Here \(G\) and \(\Delta G\) are the secondary scintillation gain and its spread. \(\delta_{S2}\) and \(\Delta \delta_{S2}\) are the software reconstruction bias and its spread.

The value of the aforementioned quantities are taken to be those reported in [29] apart from the value of \(G\) which is taken to be \((28.8 \pm 0.1)\) PE, and \(\Delta G\) which is \((7.13 \pm 0.04)\) PE. This value is lower than in [29] as the small, few-electron signals studied here are not affected by PMT after pulsing which tends to positively bias larger S2 signals. We also account for the software bias between the number of reconstructed photoelectrons and the expected number of detected photoelectrons. This reconstruction bias, \(\delta_{S2}\), and its spread, \(\Delta \delta_{S2}\), are estimated as functions of S2 via waveform simulations [26].

The charge yield is defined as \(Q_y = p_{qe}/W\). We assume \(W = 13.8\) eV in this work, though recent measurements have suggested a value of \(11.5\) eV [31,32] for the average energy required to produce an excitation quanta in xenon. Using the lower value would increase the expected signal rate in our region of interest (ROI) by a maximum value of 4%. As the higher value is consistent with previously published limits on light DM and results in more conservative limits, we do not update the value of \(W\) in this work.

In this analysis we use the modified Thomas-Imel box model [5,33] to describe the recombination fraction \(\langle r \rangle\). For the nominal values of the model, we use the median of the posterior obtained from the best fit of the model to the XENON1T ER calibration data using a Bayesian...
simultaneous fit (BBF) framework [29]. The ER low energy calibration was performed using a $^{220}\text{Rn}$ source, exploiting the $\beta$ decay of its $^{212}\text{Pb}$ progeny to the ground state of $^{212}\text{Bi}$ [34]. The detection efficiency of $^{211}\text{Pb}$ decays drops off below 1.6 keV ER equivalent if one relies on detection of both the S1 and S2 signal. Therefore, in XENON1T’s S2-only search [10], a lower cutoff was set for the ER charge yield. This point corresponds to the lowest-energy absolute calibration of the charge yield performed in [35] using electron capture events occurring from the N shell of $^{127}\text{Xe}$. Our ROI corresponds to deposited energies in the sub-keV region below this threshold. However, relevant results have been published using an extrapolation of the LXe response to ERs assuming only a theoretical understanding of the ionization process [14,36–38]. Here we extrapolate the best fit of the BBF Thomas-Imel model to the SR1 $^{220}\text{Rn}$ calibration data, as shown in Fig. 12. The value of the SR1 derived charge yield is systematically lower than that derived from the Noble Element Simulation Technique (NEST v2) model when extrapolated into our ROI using the SR1 drift field of 82 kV/cm [39]. In our ROI, the ER charge yield derived from the NEST v2 model is almost independent of the electric field. Our detector response model can thus be considered to be conservative. We do not proceed with an extension of the S2-only analysis for a SI WIMP-nucleon interaction although suggestions do exist about various extrapolations below the lower-energy nuclear recoil charge yield measurement [40,41].

As we cannot reconstruct the depth of an interaction in our ROI without the observation of an S1, the data are compared to the distribution of expected events only through the projection of the 2D map [Eq. (2)] onto the S2 space. The recoil rate of a given signal model is considered to be uniform in $z$, thus the only dependence on the depth originates from the electron drift term in Eq. (2). We also take into account the discontinuous exposure in the S2 space, shown in Fig. 11.

Previous S2-only studies in XENON1T [10] have considered additional background sources in the form of coherent elastic nuclear scattering of solar neutrinos (CEνNS), neutrino-electron interactions, and ER backgrounds from detector components and intrinsic backgrounds. Solar neutrinos scatter off the nuclei of xenon atoms, where the dominant contribution to CEνNS is from the flux of $^8\text{B}$ neutrinos [42]. These interactions produce only a few ionization electrons and are observed as lone-S2 events. The resultant spectrum is remarkably similar to the spectrum of a WIMP with $m = 6 \text{ GeV}/c^2$ and $\sigma_{SI} = 4.7 \times 10^{-45} \text{ cm}^2$ [42–44]. In the case of neutrino-electron interactions, we consider the dominant sources of solar neutrinos, namely $pp$ fusion and electron capture by $^7\text{Be}$. We account for the electron binding energies as in Ref. [45] and find that the differential recoil energy spectrum is maximal at energies well above our ROI. Finally, we also consider the ER background at low energy. This background is dominated by the low energy tail of the $\beta$ decay of $^{214}\text{Pb}$ to the ground state of $^{214}\text{Bi}$. Smaller contributions from $^{85}\text{Kr}$ and the material background generated by Compton scattering of gamma rays reaching the internal volume are also present. The rates for these three ER background sources are taken from Ref. [46] and are modeled together as a single background. The combined model is extended in our ROI as a flat rate of $1.42 \times 10^{-4} \text{ events/(kg \times day \times keV)}$.

Using the detector response described above, we determine the expected event rates from CEνNS events, neutrino-electron interactions and the flat ER background. These are compared to the delayed electron background shown in Fig. 11. We find that the contribution from all three known physical backgrounds are smaller by several orders of magnitude, thus we conservatively neglect them in the limit setting procedure. Thus, for an S2-only analysis with a ROI corresponding to 1–5 electrons, delayed electron emission is the dominant background. As our understanding of this background is empirical and not derived from a physical model of a known source, we cannot perform a background subtraction.

VI. LIMITS ON DARK MATTER MODELS

We set constraints on a number of light DM models with sub-GeV masses. In these models, interactions between DM and electrons are mediated by a dark-sector gauge boson coupling with charged standard model particles via kinetic mixing with a photon [47]. We use the optimum-interval method from Ref. [48] to compare signal models to our data in the S2 region from 150 PE (5 electrons) down to a single detected electron, shown in Fig. 11. The expected detector response from a specific signal model is obtained.
as described in Sec. V. We compute an aggregate uncertainty on the signal expectations in our ROI, accounting for a ~5% uncertainty on electron lifetime and ~2.5% uncertainty on the S2 gain.

Limits have previously been reported for all the models we probe in this work. Figure 11 illustrates the signal expectation for DM-electron scattering via a heavy mediator, with DM mass of 5 MeV/c² (35 MeV/c²) and cross section of $4.6 \times 10^{-34}$ cm² (3.7 $\times 10^{-38}$ cm²) in orange (green). The exact signal expectation can be influenced by detector conditions such as the electron lifetime, selection and trigger efficiencies, and reconstruction biases. In addition, the assumptions made about the microphysics response of LXe, such as the assumed charge yield and W value, may not be consistent as more recent measurements have become available. Therefore, where results have been calculated indirectly from previous experimental results, and where assumptions have been made on the exact detector response, we choose to represent the limit as gray lines. Those results should be used with caution, as they may not be comparable to this work.

A. DM-electron interactions

We consider the case of DM-electron scattering, in which a fermion or scalar boson DM candidate scatters off an electron bound in a xenon atom. We follow the approach laid out in Ref. [49], as described in Appendix A1. We treat the target xenon atoms as isolated, resulting in assumed binding energies (12.1 eV [49]) larger than the true binding energy due to the electronic band structure of LXe (9.2 eV [50]). Our estimation of the ionization rate can thus be considered to be conservative [51]. The interaction cross section is dependent on the DM form factor, for which we consider two benchmark models:

(i) $F_{DM}(q) = 1$, where the scattering can be approximated as a pointlike interaction, for example resulting from a heavy vector mediator exchange.

(ii) $F_{DM}(q) = \left(\frac{m_c}{q}\right)^2$, where the interaction occurs via the exchange of an ultralight vector mediator.

The 90% confidence upper limits for DM-electron scattering are shown in Fig. 13, where direct experimental results are shown in solid lines, and limits recast from experimental data with inferred detector response models are shown in gray lines. By lowering XENON1T’s S2 threshold to include single electron signals, we are able to probe DM-electron scattering via the light mediator, which was not done in Ref. [10]. The ability of XENON1T to set strong limits on DM signals that are dominated by few-electron signals is degraded due to the fact that the electron lifetime and maximum electron drift time in XENON1T are both $O(1)$ ms. This occurs due to both the large background in the 14–42 PE region (1 electron) from impurities, as well as the fact that electron loss from larger DM signals (≥2 electrons) deeper in the detector would result in the signal spectrum being strongly peaked in the 1 electron region.

Implied in the treatment of the DM-electron scattering cross section described in detail in Appendix A1, is the assumption that the scattering amplitude is dependent only on the transferred momentum. We use a nonrelativistic effective theory [54] to derive the most general form of this amplitude, for which we investigate the effective coupling constants on three models of DM-electron interactions, namely anapole, magnetic dipole, and electric dipole interactions. The limits are set on the ratio $g/\Lambda^2$ for anapole and $g/\Lambda$ for magnetic dipole and electric dipole interactions, where $g$ is the dimensionless coupling constant and $\Lambda$ is the energy scale at which the corresponding interaction is generated. These limits are shown in Fig. 14, and represent the first direct limits from experimental results on these operators.

B. Bosonic dark matter

Pseudoscalar DM, such as axionlike particles (ALPs), or vector-boson DM candidates, such as dark photons, would be detectable through absorption by xenon atoms within the TPC. Dark photons would be absorbed as a massive nonrelativistic particle with monoenergetic signal at the
mass of the dark photon, $m_{A'}$, where the strength of the kinetic mixing between the photon and dark photon is given by $\epsilon$. ALPs interact with electrons through the “axioelectric” effect [56], where axions may be absorbed by bound electrons in the xenon atom, resulting in a monoenergetic signal at the rest mass, $m_A$, of the particle. The absorption rate is dependent on the axion-electron coupling strength $g_{ae}$.

Exclusion limits are shown for dark photons and ALPs in the top and bottom panels of Fig. 15, respectively. We report our limits assuming that ionized electrons are always produced from the lowest electron shell for which the mass of the DM particle exceeds the binding energy of that specific shell. This approach is more conservative than that adopted in Ref. [38], where the ionized electron is assumed to always originate from the outermost 5p electron shell. A complete analysis would require a careful treatment of the differential ionization rate for each shell. In order to compare directly to previous results, and to provide an estimate of the systematic uncertainty stemming from the unknown differential ionization rate of the various electron shells in xenon. For comparison, we show experimental results (solid) from XENON10 S2-only [10] (light blue), XENON1T low ER [46] (cyan), SENSEI [52] (gold), and SuperCDMS [57] (orange), alongside limits calculated (gray) in Ref. [38] using data from XENON10 [11] (dashed) and XENON100 [15] (dotted). Also shown are astrophysical constraints [58] (dark gray).

C. Solar dark photon

Finally, we consider the case of dark photons originating in the Sun. The energy spectrum and flux of solar dark photons will differ greatly from relic DM dark photons as discussed in Appendix A2c. The absorption rate of solar dark photons in LXe is strongly affected by their kinetic energy, which may be orders of magnitude higher than the rest energy, and the polarization, which is not isotropic, of the solar dark photon. The 90% confidence upper limits for solar dark photons is presented in Fig. 16. Since the solar
dark photons may be produced with considerable kinetic energy, the expected recoil spectrum is maximal in our 3–5 electron region. Due to our low background rate in the 42–150 PE (2–5 electrons) region, we are thus able to probe new parameter space. As a result we improve over the previous limits derived from XENON1T S2-only data by almost an order of magnitude.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have studied the background of single and few-electron S2 signals in XENON1T. This instrumental background has been observed in previous LXe TPCs and has presented an obstacle to push ionization-only searches for DM candidates in these detectors down to the lowest number of detected quanta. We attribute this background as originating from impurities within the LXe target volume. In doing so, we were able to develop data selection criteria to optimize the signal-to-background ratio in XENON1T for ionization signals which produce less than five electrons.

Conservatively assuming that all remaining interactions observed are DM candidates, we set upper limits on the interactions for a number of DM models, excluding new parameter space for dark photons and solar dark photons. Despite our optimization, the instrumental background of 1 and 2 electron signals remains large in XENON1T. Future studies of delayed electron emission in upcoming next-generation detectors such as XENONnT [61], LZ [62,63], and PandaX-4T [64] are required to suppress the instrumental background for the smallest S2 signals (in terms of number of extracted electrons).

With XENONnT having already achieved a LXe target $\mathcal{O}(10)$ times more pure than XENON1T [65] (as measured using the lifetime of drifting electrons), it is expected to be more sensitive to a number of the DM models presented here. The larger exposure of XENONnT and its continuous data acquisition system can be leveraged to more accurately characterize this dominant background for sub-GeV DM searches in LXe TPCs.
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APPENDIX A: DM MODELS

Candidate DM particles with sub-GeV masses can originate from dark-sector models such as those in Refs. [66,67], that have a new $U(1)_D$ gauge group, independent from the Standard Model (SM). In these models, the interactions between DM and electrons are mediated by a dark-sector gauge boson coupling with charged SM particles via kinetic mixing with a photon [47]. A benchmark model is the minimal kinetically mixed dark photon Lagrangian [68]:

$$\mathcal{L} = -\frac{1}{4} F^\mu_\nu F^\nu_\mu + \frac{1}{2} \epsilon B^\mu_\nu F^\nu_\mu - \frac{1}{2} m_{A'}^2 A'^\mu A'^\mu \quad (A1)$$

with $A'_\mu$ the dark photon vector field, and $F^\mu_\nu$ and $B^\mu_\nu$ the field strength of the dark photon and of the SM hypercharge, respectively. The free parameters of this model are the dark photon mass, $m_{A'}$, and the kinetic mixing parameter, $\epsilon$. After electroweak symmetry breaking, a mixing with the SM electromagnetic field is introduced, resulting in a coupling $ee$ of the dark photon to electrically charged particles of the SM.

1. Dark-matter-electron interactions

A fermionic, $\chi$, or a scalar boson, $\phi$, DM candidate can scatter off an electron bound to a xenon atom via a
dark photon mediator. Following the model-independent approach of [49], we parametrize the elastic scattering cross section in the following way:

\[
\sigma_{e} = \frac{\mu_{e,DM}^2}{16\pi m_e^2} |\mathcal{M}(q)|^2 \bigg|_{q=am_e}, \quad (A2)
\]

with \(\mathcal{M}(q)\) being the matrix element for elastic scattering of a free electron by a DM particle and \(\mu_{e,DM}^2\) representing the reduced mass of the DM-electron system. Here, \(\alpha_e\) is defined for a fixed momentum transfer of \(q = am_e\), with \(\alpha\) denoting the fine-structure constant and \(m_e\) being the mass of the electron. The full momentum dependence is parametrized through the DM form factor, \(F_{\text{DM}}(q)\) as \(|F_{\text{DM}}(q)|^2 = |\mathcal{M}(q)|^2|_{q=am_e} \times |F_{\text{DM}}(q)|^2\). The precise functional form of \(F_{\text{DM}}(q)\) depends on the specific interaction.

The velocity-averaged cross section for the ionization of an atomic electron, situated in the atomic orbital with quantum numbers \((n, l)\), can be written as

\[
d\langle \sigma_{\text{ion}}^{nl} \rangle = \frac{\sigma_{e}}{8\mu_{e,DM}^2} \int q |f_{\text{ion}}^{nl}(p', q)|^2 |F_{\text{DM}}(q)|^2 \eta(v_{\text{min}}) dq, \quad (A3)
\]

where \(\eta(v_{\text{min}})\) is the mean-inverse speed and \(v_{\text{min}}\) is the minimum speed required by a DM particle of mass, \(m_e\), in order to ionize an electron from an initial bound state with binding energy \(E_{\text{binding}}^{nl}\).

In Eq. (A3), the fact that the electron is in an atomic bound state is captured by the ionization form factor \(|f_{\text{ion}}^{nl}(p', q)|\). For this function, we use the calculation provided in [69], which treats the initial and final states of the electron as bound and unbound states of the atomic system. The differential event rate is then proportional to the coherent sum of the thermally averaged differential cross section, for every atomic orbital:

\[
\frac{dR}{d\ln E_i} = N_{\text{T}} \frac{\rho_{\chi}}{m_{\chi}} \sum_{n,l} \frac{d\langle \sigma_{\text{ion}}^{nl} \rangle}{d\ln E_i}, \quad (A4)
\]

where \(\rho_{\chi}\) is the local DM density and \(N_{\text{T}}\) is the number density of xenon atoms in the target.

Ionization electrons with energy \(E_i\), can produce integer \(n^{(1)} = (E_i/W)\) additional quanta. Additionally, if the DM particle scatters off an electron of an inner shell, the photons produced by the resultant relaxation of the electron shell will produce integer \(n^{(2)} = (E_i - E_i)/W\) secondary quanta, where \(E_i - E_i = \Delta E\) is the difference between the binding energies of the initial and final states of the electron transition. We use the table given in [37] in order to estimate \(n^{(2)}\). We express the probability of production of \(n\) electrons due to the primary ionization electron, following [37], as

\[
P(n|n^{(1)}, n^{(2)}, p_{\text{qe}}, \langle r \rangle) = \langle r \rangle \text{Binom}(n|n^{(1)} + n^{(2)}, p_{\text{qe}}) + (1 - \langle r \rangle) \text{Binom}(n - 1|n^{(1)} + n^{(2)}, p_{\text{qe}}), \quad (A5)
\]

where \(p_{\text{qe}}\) is the probability of observing excitation quanta as an electron.

### a. Effective field theory

In Eq. (A2) the simplifying assumption is made that the scattering amplitude depends only on the transferred momentum. In Ref. [54] however, a nonrelativistic effective theory is used in order to derive the most general form for this amplitude. The scattering amplitude can then be written as

\[
\mathcal{M} = \sum_{i} \left( c_{i}^{e} + c_{i}^{\text{ref}} \frac{q_{\text{ref}}^{2}}{q_{i}^{2}} \langle O_i \rangle \right), \quad (A6)
\]

with \(q_{\text{ref}} = am_e\) and \(\langle O_i \rangle\) the interaction operators given in Table I of Ref. [54]. In Eq. (A6), \(c_{i}^{e}\) and \(c_{i}^{\text{ref}}\) are the coupling constants corresponding to contact and long-range interactions, respectively. In this framework, the aforementioned DM-electron scattering via heavy and ultralight mediators are a special case of Eq. (A6) for the operator \(O_i\).

### 2. Bosonic dark photon

It is possible for DM to consist entirely of pseudoscalar or vector bosons, such as ALPs or dark photons, respectively. These particles can be detected through absorption by the atoms of the target medium, depositing their rest mass energy, and resulting in the production of ionization electrons [38]. The absorption rate in a detector with a density of target atoms, \(\rho_{\chi}\), is given by [70]

\[
R = \frac{1}{\rho_{\chi} m_{\chi}} \langle n_e \sigma_{\text{abs}} v_{\text{rel}} \rangle, \quad (A7)
\]

where the factor \(\langle n_e \sigma_{\text{abs}} v_{\text{rel}} \rangle\) can be evaluated from the polarization tensor \(\Pi\) using the optical theorem. The intermediate transverse \(\Pi_T\) and longitudinal \(\Pi_L\) modes of the polarization tensor are affected by the complex refractive index of the medium \(n_{\text{ref}}\) [38,58]:

\[
\Pi_L = (\omega^2 - q^2) (1 - n_{\text{ref}}^2), \quad \Pi_T = \omega^2 (1 - n_{\text{ref}}^2), \quad (A8)
\]

with \(\omega, q\) being the 4-momentum of the absorbed particle. In the limit where the momentum, \(q\), is negligible, \(\Pi_L \approx \Pi_T = \Pi(\omega) = \omega^2 (1 - n_{\text{ref}}^2)\), and consequently, \(\langle n_e \sigma_{\text{abs}} v_{\text{rel}} \rangle = -\text{Im} \Pi(\omega)/\omega\).

### a. Dark photon

A dark photon \(A'\) resulting from the broken gauge group \(U(1)_{B}\) could constitute all relic DM as it would be stable on
cosmological timescales if the kinetic mixing is sufficiently small and $m_{\chi} < 2m_a$ [38]. The dark photon would be absorbed as a massive nonrelativistic particle with monoenergetic signal at the rest mass, $m_{\gamma'}$, with the absorption rate given by

$$R = -\frac{1}{\rho_T m_{\gamma'}} \frac{\rho_L}{\rho_T^2} \frac{e^2}{m_{\gamma'}} \frac{\text{Im} \Pi(m_{\gamma'})}{m_{\gamma'}}. \quad (A9)$$

where $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$ is an effective mixing parameter. This is given by [70]

$$\epsilon_{\text{eff}}^2 = \frac{\epsilon^2 m_a^4}{(m_{\gamma'}^2 - \text{Re} \Pi(m_{\gamma'}))^2 + (\text{Im} \Pi(m_{\gamma'}))^2} \quad (A10)$$

and accounts for the modification of the kinetic mixing due to in-medium dispersion effects that would arise in LXe.

**b. Axionlike particles**

The axion, which was originally proposed as a solution to the strong CP problem [71], is a pseudoscalar particle that can couple to the SM axial current $\partial^\mu a f_a^\mu/f_a$ with constant $f_a$ describing the scale at which the Peccei-Quinn symmetry is broken. In this model of axions, the mass $m_a$, and the constant $f_a$ are related by $m_a = 5.7 \text{ meV} \times \frac{\text{GeV}}{f_a}$. Other well-motivated models, for example ALPs which can be considered as low-energy remnants of discrete symmetries [72], can be described by independent parameters $m_a$ and $f_a$ while also coupling to gluons, photons, and fermions. The minimal Lagrangian of this model can be written as

$$\mathcal{L} = \frac{1}{2} \partial_\mu a \partial^\mu a - \frac{1}{2} m_a^2 a^2 + i g_{\text{ax}} a \bar{\psi} \gamma_5 \psi, \quad (A11)$$

where the dependence on $g_{\text{ax}}$ can be absorbed in $f_a$ as $g_{\text{ax}} = 2m_a/f_a$. ALPs are viable candidates for the DM relic density as they can be produced thermally or nonthermally, or through the misalignment mechanism [73]. ALPs interact with electrons through the “axioelectric” effect, where axions may be absorbed by bound electrons of the xenon atom resulting in a monoenergetic signal at the rest mass $m_a$. For a xenon target, the absorption rate is given by

$$R = -\frac{\rho_L}{\rho_T} \frac{3m_a^2 \epsilon_{\text{eff}}}{4m_a^2 \epsilon^2} \frac{\epsilon_{\text{eff}}^2}{m_a^2}. \quad (A12)$$

**c. Solar dark photon**

We also consider the case of dark photons originating in the Sun rather than making up the bulk of the DM density. The energy spectrum and flux of solar dark photons will differ greatly from relic DM dark photons. To compute the flux rate for solar dark photons at a given mass and energy, we use theoretical models of the temperature and electron density in the solar interior. We also do not assume that the dark photon energy is dominated by its rest mass as dark photons from the Sun may have kinetic energy orders of magnitude higher than their rest mass. This will strongly affect the absorption rate of dark photons in LXe. Finally, unlike dark photons from relic DM, the polarization of dark photons from the Sun is not assumed to be isotropic as the production rates for longitudinally and transverse polarized dark photons differ. The absorption rates of these modes diverge from one another in cases where the energy of the dark photon is greater than its rest mass.

Considering these factors, we arrive at the equation for the event rate in LXe given by [38]

$$R = \int_{m_{\gamma'}} \frac{\omega}{\sqrt{\omega^2 - m_{\gamma'}^2}} \left[ \frac{d\Phi_T}{d\omega} \Gamma_T + \frac{d\Phi_L}{d\omega} \Gamma_L \right] d\omega. \quad (A13)$$

where $\Phi_T$ and $\Phi_L$ represent the flux rates on Earth for transverse and longitudinal dark photons, respectively. The corresponding absorption rates, denoted by $\Gamma_T$ and $\Gamma_L$, are dependent on the energy, $\omega$, as well as the dark photon mass, $m$, and coupling, $\epsilon$. We consider all possible energies of a dark photon with given mass $\omega = m_{\gamma'}$ up to the maximum plasma frequency in the Sun $\omega_{\text{max}} \sim 293 \text{ eV}$. Analogously to [38], we determine the absorption rates to be

$$\Gamma_{T,L} = -\epsilon_{\text{eff}}^2 \text{Im} \Pi_{T,L} \omega, \quad (A14)$$

where $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$ is modified such that $\Pi$ goes to $\Pi_{\text{ax}}(\omega)$ for longitudinally polarized dark photons and $\Pi_T(\omega)$ for transverse polarized dark photons.

For the differential production rates of dark photons at a given energy in the Sun, we use the solar model from Ref. [74]. We consider only the resonant production mode which dwarfs the other modes by about four orders of magnitude in our ROI. Longitudinally polarized dark photons will be resonantly produced in the Sun at a given radius, $r_{\text{res}}$, at which the plasma frequency, $\omega_p$, is equal to the energy of the dark photon $\omega_p = \omega$. Transverse polarized dark photons will be produced at the radius at which the plasma frequency equals the mass of the dark photon $\omega_p = m_{\gamma'}$. The flux of solar dark photons is then given by Ref. [58]

$$\frac{d\Phi_{T,L}}{d\omega} = \frac{1}{4\pi R_{\odot}^2} \frac{2\epsilon_{\text{eff}}^2 \rho_{\gamma'}}{\sqrt{\omega^2 - m_{\gamma'}^2}} \left[ \frac{d\rho_{\gamma'}}{d\omega} \right]_{r_{\text{res}}}, \quad (A15)$$

where this rate is multiplied by a factor of $\omega_p^2 m_{\gamma'}^2$ in the longitudinal case and by $m_{\gamma'}^2$ for the transverse case. These production and absorption rates are combined and
integrated across all relevant energies to get a total spectral event rate for dark photons of given mass in liquid xenon.

**APPENDIX B: SINGLE PHOTOELECTRONS**

Previous studies [16,24] have observed an increased rate of single photoelectrons following a primary S2, and speculated that their origin could be photons from fluorescence in the PTFE material that lines the active region of the detector. While the focus of this work is understanding the delayed emission of few electron signals, we also investigate the time behavior of such single photoelectrons, isolated in time from any other interactions in the detector. As in the previous results, we observe an increased rate of single photoelectrons above the known dark count rate following a primary S2. Figure 17 shows the measured dark count rate [75] for the top (bottom) PMT array in XENON1T in the dashed orange (purple) line as well as the measured rate of single photons in the green data points. Similarly to the delayed electron emissions, the rate of single photoelectrons follows a decreasing power law. Here we find $\gamma = -0.7$, in contrast with the position correlated single electrons which have $\gamma = -1.1$. While these are single photoelectrons which are only detected by one PMT, the average amount of light observed in the top PMT array for these single photoelectrons, occurring 2–200 ms after the primary S2, is consistent with the fraction of light observed in the top array for S1s produced in the active LXe between the cathode and the gate. This would disfavor PMT effects being the origin of this single photoelectrons background. Additionally, the spectrum of these single photoelectrons shows no evidence of double-photoelectron emission in the PMT, indicating that the origin is not from xenon scintillation light [16].
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